
Reading: Genesis 9.8-17; 1 Peter 3.18-end; Mark 1.9-15 
 
Last week in the Sunday Gospel, we heard the story of how Jesus took three of his disciples - Peter, 
James and John, up the mountain where he was transfigured before them.  They saw his clothes 
become dazzling white, such as no one on earth could bleach them - and there, on either side of 
Jesus, they saw Moses and Elijah talking with him.  Peter had proclaimed, “How good it is to be 
here”, he wanted to make three tents there on that mountain so that he could hold onto the 
experience and dwell in it forever.  We discussed this Bible Passage last week during our Open 
Circle Retreat at Hilfield Friary after we had just been out for an exhilarating 6 mile walk over the 
hills in brilliant winter sunshine bleaching the soft contours of the Dorset Hills.  “How good it is to 
be here!” had been a constant refrain for all of us who had escaped for a few days the intensity of 
London and were now gulping cold fresh air and negotiating thick mud.  For 2 days we learnt to live 
without mobile phone signals and with one shop that never opened.  In the evening around a wood 
burning stove we discussed the moments we had experienced transfiguration in our own lives.  
Some had stories to tell of those moments when God had seemed to profoundly speak to them 
through people, place or events.  Others questioned why they felt they had never had such dramatic 
moments.  Perhaps in was not the moments of sublime transfiguration that were most common but 
those moments of insight or epiphany when God was present in the most ordinary: opening up like 
a rainbow possibilities of which we would fully realise the significance only later.  
 
One thing that was certainly true of the weekend was that after the excitement and joy of any 
religious experience we, like those disciples, have to go back, down the mountain and try and live 
out our faith in our day to day lives.  The disciples set their face towards Jerusalem.  For those on 
the Open Circle Retreat it meant setting our face towards London.  How will we live out our faith 
there?  After the ecstasy, the minibus; after the mount of transfiguration the washing-up; after the 
glimpse of heaven, Facebook; after listening to God, the Monday morning feeling.  We all cling to 
Holy places: “Hilfield Friary is so wonderful”, I could hear people saying, just as I have heard people 
say, “Oh you’re so lucky - St Martin’s is so wonderful…”  Yes but when you come closer you also 
have to live both at the top of the hill and the bottom of the hill and also when you’re neither up nor 
down.     
 
In our Gospel today, we have another of those heightened moments of disclosure - an experience of 
revelation.  Jesus’ baptism by John begins his public ministry.  As Jesus was coming up out of the 
water he sees the heavens torn apart and the Spirit descending like a dove on him.  And a voice 
comes from heaven saying: “You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased.”  BBC Radio 
4 Sunday Worship today from St Martin’s focused on the message of a book by Desmond Tutu - In 
God’s Hands, that we are God’s viceroys.  Tutu says, “What the Bible is saying categorically, 
exhilaratingly, is that what endows you and me with infinite worth is this one fact that we were 
created in the image of God.  Our worth is something that belongs to all human beings regardless… 
We are all God carriers.” 
 
So when those words are spoken of Jesus, “You are my son, the Beloved, with you I am well 
pleased”, these words are also for all of us: “you are my sons and daughters every one of you.  With 
you I am well pleased.”  I wonder what it means to you that you are the beloved of God?  But our 
Gospel does not end there.  Just in case you are lulled back into a sense of peaceful security, 
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immediately the Spirit drove Jesus into the wilderness and he was in the wilderness for forty days 
tempted by Satan.  We often think of the moment of revelation or spiritual enlightenment as the end 
of the story but actually it is the beginning of it.  We may look for those heightened spiritual 
moments or prayer or sacrament or worship or beauty where we feel close to Christ but we also have 
to learn how to carry the Christ we meet there back into the temptation and struggles of our lives.  
How do I live God’s holiness when my husband is driving me mad or my children haven’t done their 
homework?  Or when my mother is lonely and needs caring for and we are behind with the 
mortgage and the next door neighbour’s taken my parking space and someone has left their washing 
up in the sink!  Where is Jesus now on Monday morning when I am late for work in danger of 
redundancy and if I lose my job, who will pay my mortgage?  That may be more like the wilderness 
for many.  How can I live the life of Christ when God seems so far away and does not seem to 
provide any easy answers?  
 
Our moments of profound wisdom, deep compassion and revelations of grace alternate with periods 
of confusion, fear, neurosis and struggle.  One moment believing we are the beloved of God, the next 
moment struggling with temptation and doubt.  Turn these stones into pieces of bread… if only we 
had more money, more respect, the house we long for, the life style we once dreamed, the love we 
have yearned for.  “Jump Lord and the angels will protect you...,” if only we had the skills or the 
opportunity, if only we could achieve more, if only our God would do something, do what we wanted 
God to do, show them, stop the war, prevent the disaster, win the battle and make things happen in 
the way we want them to happen.  “All this will be yours if you bow down and worship me”, if only 
we had the power, won the lottery, forced the change, defeated my enemies, seized the glory, 
worshipped a different God, satisfied my desires.  But Jesus rejects every one of these temptations. 
 
Somehow we have got to live through the temptations and fears of our lives with no immediate 
answers or magic intervention.  We are going to have to live by faith.  And the only way to live by 
faith is through the way of humility.  Stephen Cherry in “Barefoot Disciple,” our St Martin’s Lent 
Book for this year, says that wisdom, “demands that we trust ourselves and God enough that we 
take the risk of being overwhelmed, that we render ourselves vulnerable.”  I am always so conscious 
of that call to humility on every Ash Wednesday.  On Ash Wednesday each one of us is given both a 
sign of our mortality.  The ash is a sign that we come from dust and we will return to dust, the 
angels will not protect us from dying, however rich or powerful we become we cannot avoid the 
grave.  It is a powerful sign that marking with Ash.  I know I have marked the sign of the cross on 
the forehead of those who have already departed.  Martin Jack who died suddenly that year while 
playing football, Novice Manaseh who died of cancer, Robin, and Francis, who died working for 
peace or Ralph who served this church and wonderful Mallie and dear Gay Catto.  And one day me 
too.  But on Ash Wednesday we are not dispensing a sign of death, we are being reminded of a 
greater truth, that our true life – the fullness of life, eternal life is in Christ.  The body of Christ keep 
you in eternal life, life, life. 
 
I remember when I was first ordained that on Ash Wednesday it was the tradition of the community 
which I served that they would make their confession to a priest.  I remember feeling somewhat 
anxious about this practice - how could I dispense absolution?  There was always a long line of 
people waiting to come to confession.  And I remember as each person came and told me of their 
struggles and failures and sins, I remember being humbled by them: by the knowledge that each of 
these people could be me and that all of us, every single one of us, whoever we are, stand so deeply 
in need of God’s mercy and love.  And for each one of those struggling with their lives and sins there 
was in me the longing for God to set them free and the knowledge that if we long for that how much 
more does God long for that?  And in fact that ultimately is all we need, the love and mercy of God.  
It was not me dispensing forgiveness, it was God, again and again and again.  In forgiveness God 
sets our past free and asks us to do the same.  It takes humility to truly accept God’s forgiveness.  
That is the balm, the healing, the grace that makes our lives grow and can, even in the desert, yield a 
hundred fold.  I began to see that it is nothing about reputation, or how good we are, or what we 



achieve, or how important we are.  It is in fact the opposite, it is about our humility before God - it is 
about giving God the space and the place and the room to grow within us.  It is not about knowing 
much, it is about loving much.  And we discover God again in the place of our greatest need.  There 
will probably be no immediate divine intervention, there will probably be no blinding light, stones 
will not become bread - but stay faithful, hold fast to the one who calls you beloved and when 
temptation and dark clouds of fear and doubt have come and passed you will have found the place 
where the angels will wait on you. 
 
 
 
 


